
 

Congratulations on purchasing Blastin’ Betty, the very best shot blast machine on the market 

today!  For technical assistance call 1-800-884-2114 

 Safety Checks Prior to Operating Blastin’ Betty 

Always wear Eye, Ear and Respiratory protection when operating or near Blastin’ Betty. Persons in the 

immediate work area must wear safety glasses with side shields and hearing protection whenever Blastin’ Betty 

is in use.  Protective clothing is also recommended.  Long sleeve shirts and safety shoes should be worn. Wear 

appropriate respiratory protection when using or servicing the machine. Silica dust may be generated by use of 

this product and can cause severe and permanent lung damage, cancer, and other serious diseases if inhaled. Do 

not breathe the dust. Silica dust may be in the air without a visible dust cloud. 

         

 Always disconnect power supply prior to adjusting or performing maintenance on Blastin’ Betty. 

 

 Always use a Vacuum when operating Blastin’ Betty 

       

 Loose shot on a floor is very slippery!  Use floor magnet frequently to pick up all loose shot and restrict 

access to the work area. 

                              



 

BEFORE EVERY USE! 
Prior to the first use on a project, pre-load the under-perimeter magnets with shot.   

 Place a pile of blast shot media on the floor then repeatedly roll Bastin’ Betty over the pile in order to 

coat the entire perimeter of magnets with the shot.   

     

The magnets and shot act as a curtain to keep the shot from shooting out from under the machine. 

    

*Note:  Your machine has been tested prior to shipping to verify correct blast pattern. 

 When blasting with templates or on very uneven surfaces, attach the included brush seal.  Press into the 

channel and secure with the provided bolts. It may be necessary to remove the magnets prior to 

installing the brush seal.  Be certain to reinstall magnets prior to operating Blastin’ Betty. 

       


